COVID-19 response capabilities
Rapidly combating COVID-19 with
resilience
Strategic communications and
community engagement
Overview of common client issues
In crisis response, every moment counts. Now, more than ever, individuals and families are looking to health brands they can trust to solve
problems, offer reassurance, and deliver credible and relevant information. It’s now an imperative that organizations deliver value moment-tomoment, in the most connected, human way possible.
Strategic communication and community engagement efforts offer solutions that help organizations increase consumer trust, offer
responsive content, improve consumer comprehension, and enable proactive consumer behaviors. We must be responsive and
prepared to proactively reach out to people in need, respond to community and workforce sentiment, and create motivated participation and
engagement around new services, offerings, or philanthropic efforts. Organizations that connect with their constituencies in this time of need,
address their emotions effectively, and enable them with information can not only combat the damaging effects of COVID-19, but also create
lasting brand value.

Approach
Our team of creatives, strategists, health experts,
technologists, and survey specialists works in crossfunctional pods for rapid iteration and speed to market.
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Cognitive insights

Respond
Strategy and creative
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Cognitive insight

Comms strategy

Creative
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Leverage trend data,
predictive technology, and
survey research and analysis
to identify the most critical
customer issues

Determine communication
strategies and the messages
you need across audiences
and channels

Immediately stand up creative
sprints to help create, produce, and distribute content
with speed and at scale

Continuously monitor
sentiment and engagement
as consumers interact with
content, and as this complex
pandemic evolves over time
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